
Build a Better Cloud
Spirent Cloud solutions help you select vendors, understand your 

network limitations & capacity, and validate the cloud infrastructure 
platform with precise control, key analytics and real-time feedback.

We help you:

 Find the right infrastructure

	Define the right capacity

	Troubleshoot problems faster

	Optimize your network 



Spirent helps you build a better Cloud
Multi-Vendor Comparison: purchase and provision 
the right hardware for your Cloud infrastructure.

Spirent helps you determine whether a chosen infrastructure 
can handle the applications and services targeted for those 
systems. Gain valuable negotiating power with suppliers 
based on performance characterization and ensure your 
infrastructure will meet your business needs.

Capacity Planning: reduce costs by building out only the 
capacity you need.

Spirent helps you move beyond a spreadsheet formula for anticipating 
demand. We recreate your workloads at scale to measure capacity and 
the impact it has on your Cloud. Gain valuable insight into what dimension 
- Memory, Disk I/O, CPU or Network - is struggling, making sure the right 
amount of infrastructure is purchased, potentially saving millions in server, 
network and storage costs due to overprovisioning.

Cloud Health Check: decipher the Cloud Butterfly Effect and 
understand the impact every change has to your Cloud in a 
matter of hours.

Spirent helps you visualize the differences of making software, hardware 
or network changes to your Cloud by establishing a baseline and running 
regular health checks. Our comprehensive analysis will allow you to pinpoint 
shortcomings, defects, and misconfigurations so the right resources can be 
deployed quickly and effectively.

Optimize the Network: understand your network performance 
and ensure it meets changing demands.

Spirent helps you determine and verify your network’s reachability, bandwidth 
performance, latency, resiliency, and Quality of Service. The network is the 
backbone of any Cloud. We not only identify network bottlenecks, but we 
actively monitor and provide proactive alerts for network issues before they 
effect business continuity.
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